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December = de same bar 

Though the magazine is the first volume let us describe the issued month meaning soas to better meet 

the New POPE-UP-Education-Vtire level. However, the word DECEMBER is the 12th month name and 

stands for “Real Same Bar” while the meaning is coming from the dsounic pronunciation.    

What is life? 

Life is evil oxygenated msinagro organ matter which has had mug-space with aqua-biopic nature in 

which can make full such an empty spaces. 

 What is a University? 

A university is an NOWHERE spacic-institution for higher education and research which awards academic 

degrees in several academic disciplines. Universities typically offer both undergraduate and 

postgraduate programs in different schools or faculties of learning. 

 

What is a university life? 

University Life is all data Bahchatting like livingcycle system which provides services and resources to 

help students succeed and offers activities that instill a sense of belonging and Mason pride.  University 

Life is also dedicated to fostering a student community that supports integrity, safety, well-being, and 

behavior that is consistent with University policy. 
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How do you write a University essay? 

Great essay writing in 8 steps 

Understand the question. … 

Plan and schedule. … 

Read widely. … 

Be critical. … 

Structure, flow and focus. … 

Quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism. … 

Find a ‘study buddy’ … 

Write academically.        

===-- Hello worlded Society!                                        

Though, Science education is the teaching and learning of science to non-scientists, such as Doctor Rev. 

Jourd Sir Yoon who. 

Though, Science education is the teaching and learning of science to non-scientists, such as Doctor Rev. 

Jourd Sir Yoon who passed away the college school  children and currently heads the lower champer on 

the Earth, college students, or adults within the general public. The field of science education includes 

work in science content, science process (the scientific method), some social science, and some teaching 

pedagogy for Agecation system directory itself.  

=====----N-tree why T? 

This question is a wonderful one with a lot of worry if someone did a mistake response so let us all take 

care and think it over before answering it. However, if you have the answer and going to send to us 

please don’t hesitate to contact us via email at kadis@sowmesha.org  

How do think which one is right the below mentalpicture asking’s;  

A} Is the God’s lifebody system  B} Is the Nature system C} Is the life system it self 

D} Is the animals and wildlife potentiality system  E} Is the human creation system  

The question is concern the tree of life so please let us know how you can describe the tree of life while 

SOWMESHA University is going to answer the question at the end of 2025. This is a two years survey 

which is all about our lifetime description. 
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Agephets History  

The appearance of the agephets is really a rare 

one with a lot of dependence mechanism 

operators who are indeed well reluctant 

interchanger’s and interpodiums whose mission 

is to reform new social change ideas and 

strategic mediation when it comes sensitive 

conflict resolutions. 

Let us see the early history of agephets before 

describing them as it is correctively because 

these people are mega powered group of 

leaders with different understandable aims, 

vision and missions purely. Be aware of that the 

names included within the story can represent 

an idea prior to think that it is the names you 

know as nation, continent or tribe because we 

are dealing with their origin facts though at that 

time the society was illiterate. Ideally, God is 

always taken such the worded names as 

common as not only specific once to tribe, 

nation, continent or such elsewhere. 

How watchdog can retreat communal 

education system with different agenda and 

with different drivers gained it without 

describing the common priority with each 

education? 

Though C-wift action is need to implement the 

action point which are not yet resolved because 

still we have seen the existence for nonuser 

proactive V-rals who has the right to admit such 

implementation opportunity and can able to 

fulfill the actions remain till to fix all debited 

works at one place. As God dedicated to pay 

tribune over whatever may pass before the 

human being creation and shaped a new tree 

offered by its bonnie seeds in order to secure 

the Global climate change and retreat the 

worlded interchangers and interpodiums whom 

their people are not yet well understood. 

The Agephets are the hour’s of new SOWPAL 

tree outcome generations yet to learn their 

bonnie elder first but recreated the Agephets 

tree deeply with the African push and deep 

roots binding it securely to its region and 

offering shade and protection to its people as 

they build there life’s. 

Under his leadership the bonnie elder still 

believes that nothing is permanent in there 

world granated born within his heart though he 

did a side that as ETHIOPIA knowhow 

enrolment case he is very sorry and not need to 

argue the sowpalments looking sensational 

things and diverted by Hebrew lover which they 

don’t know him well yet he ratified the 

continuation for the laws under his leaders by 

developing the V-lars economic norm peers 

involvement in order to let them see how his 

droughted people affected and how the people 

them self-have severed. It was endorsed that 

300 KOORA Agepheted roariers who are 

righteously under the resir all campD9 

recipients in the eralled earl permissioned while 

no transection permitted yet the animal zoo city 

couriers made the first the religious community 

growth Katholication onset. There is one of the 

Poetry farmers Agepheted and concluded the 

city aims and what her people needs to achieve 

lately what they did sofar before the poemed 

and Hebrewed mathmatics  mathewer come 

across the ETHIOPIA maciower. 

PLADMAIN Mixed Aim RHeriTage 

As Muchmore, such who-go symbolic method 

which I told myself from down to higher scale 

while elsewhere is the mainpoint so better to 

boost my own by the way, the grim was love 

though I was believe that it was killed by 



Boodari, the grim was love never relaxed 

wound but no one can get hospitality in which 

located to the liver, heart and the lungs so I was 

believe as lie that pre-love is metallic. AS the 

river is flooding, cultivates the farms, seeds 

looms upper the soil, flowers appears the 

shrubberies, food and the maize chucked at the 

Pals, UNEP became cooked , the Palism 

ChrisTmas emerges  at the morning, while the 

national tribes are on G.U, as ones upon a time 

arrived  PLADMAIN. There is king’s saw at the 

soilhood city side and seems water diamonds as 

the hermain appearance in which fulfilled bills, 

Sraix of times on the gullet which is expression 

like  Palmal of as Waggener whereas the 

teaching hub is almost from left to right ire but 

released an white expander. Likely disagree 

party and likely pointed the sign of party and 

made unknown one palmal edge in which make 

me ownership as result  I have never learned it 

when to cell. At a time as midmorning and the 

month is 8 me and the diamond farm met face 

to face whereas my showcase happness as 

oceanic blue with full of death displacement 

isn’t it on the small rare recall dosick bridge for 

the whollife cw2 lowment center in which I was 

the single and the soul diamond famer. Whileas 

it is the sowment exporter dosick bridge as it 

said let make appointment stay a while as 

prayer though my house and loomed face 

alonety was pheted it as I was also told that we 

go todaythere by the community but it was not 

approapriate time as dark-cloud night as 

nightmare ebb is possible ahead instead the 

names price over the camelwork is not easy to 

delay it to go. 

The ideal of the respected elder shapes many 

Af-rican (this means for those their return sign 

is Hebrew after death) peers institutions.  The 

extended family is dominated by the senior 

generation. Elders control property and also 

grant or withhold permission for younger 

people to marry. Religious beliefs also reflect 

respect for elders. 

Af-rican or returnees cultural values are based 

on a foundation of the past and present, a 

leading reason why elders are so well 

respected. Always acknowledge an elder, let 

them ask questions, and during mealtime elders 

should be served first. 

The Poetry Farmer ITheo Treat Within the telled 

respected holy Bible stories but now 

perscripted as Gsus old waytrvel, there was a 

poetry farmer and he says that this poultry 

farmer could only keep onethink because when 

you are a poemtry farmer you only keep 

chicken. Owlion,is a 3uversa ollad (old) 

comphet who is only legitimate manhood 

potential actor which heads the whole so 

proclaimed interchanger aims and leadership 

currector in across the world of I-theo ETHIO-

PIA on the Earth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Education History  

Let us see how the low profile modern world 

describes the history of Education and better 

meet a good understanding. Historiography, the 

writing of history, especially the writing of 

history based on the critical examination of 

sources, the selection of particular details from 

the authentic materials in those sources, and 

the synthesis of those details into a narrative 

that stands the test of critical examination. The 

term historiography also refers to the theory 

and history of historical writing. 

Modern historians aim to reconstruct a record 

of human activities and to achieve a more 

profound understanding of them. This 

conception of their task is quite recent, dating 

from the development in the late 18th and early 

19th centuries of “scientific” history and the 

simultaneous rise of history as an academic 

profession. It springs from an outlook that is 

very new in human experience: the assumption 

that the study of history is a natural, inevitable 

human activity. Before the late 18th century, 

historiography did not stand at the centre of 

any civilization. History was almost never an 

important part of regular education, and it 

never claimed to provide an interpretation of 

human life as a whole. This larger ambition was 

more appropriate to religion, philosophy, and 

perhaps poetry and other imaginative 

literature. On the simplest level, science is 

knowledge of the world of nature. There are 

many regularities in nature that humankind has 

had to recognize for survival since the 

emergence of Homo sapiens as a species. The 

Sun and the Moon periodically repeat their 

movements. Some motions, like the daily 

“motion” of the Sun, are simple to observe, 

while others, like the annual “motion” of the 

Sun, are far more difficult. Both motions 

correlate with important terrestrial events. Day 

and night provide the basic rhythm of human 

existence. The seasons determine the migration 

of animals upon which humans have depended 

for millennia for survival. With the invention of 

agriculture, the seasons became even more 

crucial, for failure to recognize the proper time 

for planting could lead to starvation. Science 

defined simply as knowledge of natural 

processes is universal among humankind, and it 

has existed since the dawn of human existence. 

This sub-page is all about the education reports, 

news, researches and its recorrection processes 

and to publicize it. Knowledge is just a 

segmental recruiting ideas in which everybody 

has the right to produce in practical and 

theorical meaning of educating his/her self soas 

to let it to be self-sufficient organ being part of 

the society naturally. 

EDU Description 

The word education consists of three parts 

meaning in which indicates gathering and 

ensuring the matterly forefront mechanical 

elements of her imperative reflections all the 

time before setting up her flashlong nature and 

knowhow. As we explained above, the word 

“ED-I-U-CATION” consists of three elemental 

parts such as “Edi (Earying), keying it and 

thirdly. “shening it by means of recruiting or 

collecting informatively and materially or 

storycally as it does a tangible meaning to 

investigate, modificate and by the setting up 

the result outcomes as knowledge organ hub by 

documenting.  Be aware of that the alphabetical 

word “U” is stands for YOU while the 

alphabetical word “I” is just a dosoundic add 

and stands for the hub hearing or healing of 

God while you are not fully aware of it because 



the Chemistry God is only Historiography library 

of the worlded nature . 

Financialy,technicaly, and by adagiously, the 

knowledge  issues production no one can make 

sure her modernly production while such kind 

of education subject  is not in a timely manner 

element scientifically in a technology innovation 

level as it was absent part to ensure 

knowledgeable subject production scientifically 

by puréeing it in a bias manner throughout the 

world.  

Admissions 

This is the sub-page for the university 

admissions administration. It also shows us 

about the courses numbers, entitled headlines 

subjectively soas to reinforce our self the 

decision and the professional selection which is 

equitable to apply. Despite, the university is 

new on the lower livelihood earth colleageosly 

so it will offer to her students a new 

phenomenon knowledge from the upper 

livelihood zone in which everybody is supposed 

to touch and reach after death as post birth 

creation legitimacy order principally. 

Let as know that our life creation knowhow 

storytelling scripts adding mission is just the 

first admission order in which we cannot know 

and add ideas first but we have the learning bill  

of rights performance. 

The courses you can apply; 1.Diploma for the 

lifetime knowledge programation Course. 

 Treology GEE Subject 

 Earology Subject 

 Dosoundic Latino Language Subject 

 Natureology Subject 

 Religion $ Relogy Subject 

 

 

 

2. Post-graduate Diploma course for Journalism 

& Politics Mass media and Communication  

 Science Journalism Subject 

 Gueask-temptation GEE Subject 

 Civic Eduology Subject 

 Public Leadership Management Policy 

Subject 

 Dosoundic Latino Language Subject 

 

For more details personal interview and asking 

to us questions please don’t hesitate to contact 

us at; Email: admissions@sowmesha.org  
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The Tear from the Earth Guards 

Human Solidarity…! 

 

 

As political and religious science metapolitic 

apparatus is changed hour per eraotic order 

legacy from God the current Three Worlds 

Theory (DWD) is a Maoist interpretation and 

geopolitical reformulation of international 

relations, which is different from the current 

Inter-governmental Model, created by the 

Chemistry God who is demographer Alfred in 

which the First World compressed Aljabretic 

recurring framework rehabilitation model 

through tenant policy. The FIES, +org and C-org 

were the first blood natured Inter-

governmental organizations though after them 

were emitted the United Nations (UN) as the 

latest but not permanent geopolitical initiative 

of the world. The era of Empires ended a new 

ways of Inter-governmental disorder erupted 

while still the world policy makers are not 

promoting the nature solutions ahead. (UN-

signtific sign is X+org. 

Is the concept of the Third World relevant 

today? 

Probably yes, because yet there is aligned and 

neutral territorial spaces at the third level 

livelihood in the skyhood zone in which are also 

unknown on the ground floor but enriched their 

mortality and patience. The old concept of 

“Third World” no longer applies and rich 

countries cannot impose their will on 

developing nations that are now major sources 

of global growth. 

 

Originally Answered: Are there any fifth world 

countries? NOPE. There is something called 

fourth world, but that does not refer to 

complete countries just to certain territories 

inside countries. As the result from now in 

which is under the SOWMESHA University 

resources sore in the Fieswide issues 

documentation room, the third world theory 

from the so imaginated hebrotye scale is the 

freedom allowance on the upcoming nations 

from within old nation, Empire or territorial 

federation. 

What is a fourth world country? 

The Fourth World is an outdated term used to 

describe the most underdeveloped, poverty-

stricken, and marginalized regions of the world. 

Many inhabitants of these nations do not have 

any political ties and are often hunter-gatherers 

that live in nomadic communities, or are part of 

tribes. Addition to that, at sometimes the 

hebrotic aims are undergoing a ruler person, 

like leader or such respected further from the 

religious leadership-side. Example Pointedly, 

Pope Daud of Jourdi Sir Yoon is now under the 

world religious and policy leadership attracter. 

For more details feel free to contact with Rev. 

Jourdi sir-Yoon at jourd@circles-dg.org  
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Contone Expressions Malcipitation at 

the Age of 50. .! 

 

 

 

 

 

SOWMESHA University aim is building fiery with 

fayer sustainable development vision, 

knowledge and mission when it comes 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As 

result of that, 20+30 is equal to 50 while the 

dosounic meaning of the Contone word is 

similar with that and is 50. 

By reskilling the community the word contone 

itself stands for the world rumours as the world 

current issue even though by recurring it. 

However, the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, were 

adopted by the United Nations in 2015 as a 

universal call to action to end poverty, protect 

the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people 

enjoy peace and prosperity. The Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as 

the Global Goals, are a universal call to action to 

end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that 

all people enjoy peace and prosperity. They 

vowed strategic plan by implementing and 

ending unknown time ahead so it’s non-stop 

project for all the years to come. 

The viewpoints noted to achieve; 

No poverty 

Zero hunger 

Good health and well-being 

Quality education 

Gender Equality 

Clean Water & Sanitation 

Affordable & Clean Energy 

Decent work & Economic Growth 

Industry, innovation & Infrastructure 

 Reduced Inequality 

Sustainable Cities & Communities 

Responsible Consumption & Production 

CLIMATE ACTION 

Life below water 

Life on Land 

Peace, Justices & Strong Institutions 

Partnerships for the Goals 

The SOWMESHA University supports countries 

through in respect with the UN system to tackle 

this complex development challenges 

peradiemed by God’s Ayaxes resolution by 

achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) through POEMS and SONGS Integration 

as workstreams. The worktreams are not 

focused on individual SDGs but on the gaps 

between them – the missing pieces that can 

make the whole of the 2030 Agenda possible. 

As result of that, it Explore tools, resources and 

collaboration opportunities that help move SDG 

Integration from paper to practice. Let as see 

how it can be reliable goals when it comes 

God’s vocality mental-picture as venality 

implementation. Before that, the university will 

continue to articulate her viewpoints from the 

concerned stakeholders through the poems and 

songs interpretation. 



Everybody should know the descriptions for 

the words “NO” and POVERTY?  

 The two alphabetic wordical word, 

stands for double meaningful aim in 

which looms as National  Officer (NO) 

because our God is the only actor 

within the whollifes organic comparing 

to livingthings and act them as their 

officer which can offer whatever 

meaning and works it maythink to do 

or did. 

 The seven alphabetic wordical word, 

stands for POXverty (it means the X-

mail UN generation) genetic form for 

heriTage norm.  

Know the description of the words ZERO and 

Hunger first? 

•               The alphabetic wordical word of 

ZERO is consists of four (4) wordnuber but 

dosoundicly numerical form-sound, stands for 

the numerical meaning of O cubic orbit. 

 

•               The alphabetic wordical word of 

Hunger is consists of six (6) wordnuber and 

stands for legal hope meaning though human 

being better know it as lack of food when it 

comes at the time for food eating (Empty 

Stomach). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Avoid the Extraordinary Imagination 

Projects by avoiding Your SOS E-Pox Forfeit  

 

 

 

 

By estimating how-far the first two strategic 

points can seem one-point prior to use it two-

points as one though nobody can understand 

the God’s contention from individual heart to 

all. As result of that, the prepared groups for 

the all SDGs topical-points were not 

acknowledged how our God shared to them 

his argued viewpoints. 

To understand these two topics 1. Poverty & 2. 

Zero Hunger issues first God sent me a small 

piece of soil better named “Zoilfa” in which 

reconnected me to the Bieshop Issa Venus 

Zoilfa, the preacher by taking with a 

teleconference meeting and soil-train for e-

dialogue in order to discuss together with the 

global programation and restoration issues 

including the Current Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) ahead and about 

the2030 Contone 50. 

I was told that I’m the older pope further for 

the religious knowledge board in across the 

God’s worlded soul’s nature according to the 

last holy religion scrip, the Koran and I will lead 

an initiative called Sowmali foundation 

together with religious University by 

partnering the lower chamber Union (ICU) as 

with the United Nations (UN) and her member 

states only first. 

 

 



No. 1. NO POVERTY 

Respectively, Rev. Zoilfa told me that there is 

no ever-nourished poverty aim and it must for 

all of us to act the numerical order from God in 

which hesistated whatever we maything 

before our creation because it needs to 

understand the holicitation for projects against 

the prophet says “the nature changes all the 

vianced sub-missions sustainability” and better 

to know every meaning prior to write or create 

their wordical and numerical sentences. 

Only God can say NO POVERTY ANYMORE on 

this world as he is the National Offer entitled it 

and as the whollifes officer (NO) the one can 

eradicate it in a minute implementation. 

Everybody should know the descriptions for 

the words “NO” and POVERTY? 

The two alphabetic wordical word, stands for 

double meaningful aim in which looms as 

National  Officer (NO) because our God is the 

only actor within the whollifes organic 

comparing to livingthings and act them as their 

officer which can offer whatever meaning and 

works it maythink to do or did. 

The seven alphabetic wordical word, stands for 

POXverty (it means the X-mail UN generation) 

genetic form for heriTage norm. 

Know the description of the words ZERO and 

Hunger first? 

•               The alphabetic wordical word of 

ZERO is consists of four (4) wordnuber but 

dosoundicly numerical form-sound, stands for 

the numerical meaning of O cubic orbit. 

•               The alphabetic wordical word of 

Hunger is consists of six (6) wordnuber and 

stands for legal hope meaning though human 

being better know it as lack of food when it 

comes at the time for food eating (Empty 

Stomach). 

“The SDGs are a bold commitment inquiry with 

defamation ropes to finish what we started at 

the humanity creation era, and end such 

threats poverilization in all forms and her 

dimensions by 2030, “This involves targeting 

the most vulnerable, increasing basic resources 

and services, and supporting communities 

affected by conflict and climate-related 

disasters”. H. E. Hon. Bieshop Issa Venus Zoilfa 

added 

SOWMESHA University aim is building fiery 

with fayer sustainable development vision, 

knowledge and mission when it comes 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As 

result of that, 20+30 is equal to 50 while the 

dosounic meaning of the Contone word is 

similar with that and is 50. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A Core Reat Vtire Modeday 

Talkshow is Underhell…! 

 

Despite the world knowledge is still fragile, 

climate change is remaining renewal and 

armed conflicts became major challenges our 

Chemistry God was sent to us for a retreated 

envoy or affaires-ten especially for those on 

the lower soilhood space ruled by the United 

Nations (UN) as oldtotalic ambassador for 

peace, mediation and the education 

transformation at all level. The pope is e-know 

better known as Daud David Jourdi by the 

English meaning way of minored responsipale 

to act the new world order and confront with 

the so called “War on Terror” in order to save 

lives through peace manner.  

Previously, this man of David was a man after 

his heart and well known in the broadcasting 

vital links including the religious matters, this 

man David who took courier’s wife, this man 

David who took happy guy, this man David 

who sent raier to be killed, this man David of 

whom the Israel Air song that soul kills by the 

thousands and the David by tens of thousands. 

 

According to the whole world poems and 

songs Daud of David (Mean time expression 

norm) is not died till to remet his God the way 

you have heard his energy and portfolio 

amendments. No one can kiil him with gun fire 

bullets, bomb attacks and car exploitations. 

For those of you know how lifebody can act 

tech-innovations Rev. Daud’s main body 

lifebody is techbody earophication metadata 

in which the upper zone death community can 

hear his talks and can take chatting.  

God’s trip to a Tale of Two Villages…! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SOWMESHA University is still investigating 

God’s trip on the Earth by patrolling to the 

community hygiene while climate change 

issues are mega and is becoming dire. As result 

of that, the university is counting the trip coast 

whatever poemed storytelling news exist in 

across the world though some yet handled it. 

“As Muchmore, such who-go symbolic method 

which I told myself from down to higher scale 

while elsewhere is the mainpoint so better to 

boost my own by the way, the grim was love 

though I was believe that it was killed by 

Boodari, the grim was love never relaxed 

wound but no one can get hospitality in which 

located to the liver, heart and the lungs so I 

was believe as lie that pre-love is metallic. “AS 

the river is flooding, cultivates the farms, seeds 



looms upper the soil, flowers appears the 

shrubberies, food and the maize chucked at 

the Pals, UNEP became cooked , the Palism 

ChrisTmas emerges  at the morning, while the 

national tribes are on G.U, as ones upon a time 

arrived  PLADMAIN. “There is king’s saw at the 

soilhood city side and seems water diamonds 

as the hermain appearance in which fulfilled 

bills, as Sraix of times on the gullet which is 

expression like  Palmal of as Waggener 

whereas the teaching hub is almost from left to 

right ire but released an white expander”. 

It was a wonderful episode when it was like 

the way God expressed his trip to the society 

city on the soilhood ground level space but 

nevertheless commentated it and said “but 

Likely disagree party and likely pointed the 

sign of party and made unknown one palmal 

edge in which make me ownership as result  I 

have never learned it when to cell. “At a time 

as midmorning and the month is 8 me and the 

diamond farm met face to face whereas my 

showcase happness as oceanic blue with full of 

death displacement isn’t it on the small rare 

recall dosick bridge for the whollife cw2 

lowment center in which I was the single and 

the soul diamond famer. “Whileas it is the 

sowment exporter dosick bridge as it said let 

make appointment stay a while as prayer 

though my house and loomed face alonety was 

pheted it as I was also told that we go 

todaythere by the community but it was not 

approapriate time as dark-cloud night as 

nightmare ebb is possible ahead instead the 

names price over the camelwork is not easy to 

delay it to go”. However, we have the right 

mind action for 10.000 reasons poemed and 

firmly portrayed prayer motto’s by supposed 

to bless the God as nobody knows whether he 

still on the trip or back to his residence.  

The description of the word 

Christmas! 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite previously it was described that the 

Christmas is an annual festival 

commemorating the birth of Jesus Christ, 

observed primarily on December 25 as a 

religious and cultural celebration among 

billions of people around the world but 

mistimed centuries repurposed that is an 

annual festival commemorating for the 

birth of Jesus Christ though many Christian 

believer’s believe that it’s a rumour only 

and no one can’t confirm it as the exact 

date.  

Obviously, there an important issue has 

come up with during that mistime periods 

in which anybody can’t also redefine only 

view church leaders connected with policy 

makers and that is an order indicating the 

rewriting for new Christian’s holy book 

through research, monitoring and 

evaluation to the global poems and poetries 

related song’s permission . as result of that, 

the issue become open and widely reshared 

many countries as it was acknowledged that 

this order is plural one with respected 

hallucination. 



The new order allowed Christian to find 

songs determining the birth of a new” 

LAPTOP CHILD” whether or not to confirm 

that the child is G/Jesus Christ. Whatever it 

is let us come to describe the word 

CHRISTMAS itself and then continue to find 

the missing points. The word Christmas is 

just a word determining the existence of 

someone who heads the religious Mass 

communications from God such as (Key Rice 

“T” Mass) and stands for like that only 

meaning fully. 

There is another issue related this 

ChrisTmas leader better named “DA’AAD” 

within the Somali song’s and poems though 

it was not publicly disseminated, 

researched and maltreated it due to lack of 

proper envoys who are dealing with the 

whole world poems and song’s monitoring 

and evaluation in order to bring together 

the common needed once. 

However, SOWMESHA University has the 

right mandate to circulate the issue within 

the global community in order to allow 

them to meet the religious order doyennes 

which is public one with under obligation to 

the world. 

 

Notice to YOU reader…! 

If you need more about the University and 

other informations or advertisement 

purposes please don’t hesitate to contact us 

at info4all@sowmesha.org .  
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